How is the Students' Concept Understanding Ability in Terms of Three-Dimensional Visual Spatial Intelligence?
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Abstract—This study aim to describe the student’s concept understanding ability in terms of spatial intelligence in three-dimensional object. It was a descriptive-qualitative research method. Collecting data by using semi-structured tests and interviews. Subject selection used purposive sampling technique, that was selecting six students with the highest Mathematics from UTS (Midle Test) scores at Texmaco Vocational School. Data analysis techniques consist of data reduction, data presentation, and drawing conclusions. Validated through triangulation. Data showed that the ability of students with high visual intelligence was better than the medium and low visual intelligence’s students. Students who has low visual intelligence, have the lowest conceptual understanding ability.
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INTRODUCTION

Understanding concept become important thing on mathematical learning to build student’s knowledge and previous understanding [1] into mathematic problem. Student’s conceptual understanding, including the abilities in developing, connecting and representing information in problem solving [2], so that students who apply memorization system certain having obstacles in understanding information to solve new problems [3]. The Center for the Development and Empowerment of Educators and Educational Staff (PPPPTK) of Mathematics explained that students would understand to mathematical concepts if they met several indicators, such as: (1) presenting a concept, (2) applying a concept or algorithm, (3) providing examples and not previous examples studied concepts, (4) presenting various mathematical representations (tables, diagrams, graphs, mathematical models, etc.), (5) developing necessary and/or sufficient conditions for a concept, (6) using and selecting certain procedures, and (7) apply the concept to the problem solving [4].

Student’s low ability on concepts understanding refer to the difficulties of designed question, so it is hard to know the result. Students barely answer the exam questions [5]. Therefore, that student's mathematics learning outcomes are influenced by whether or not student's concept understanding [6]. Supported data from PISA (Programme International for Student Assessment) 2018 which states that Indonesia was ranked 74th from 79 countries. Meanwhile, with a score of 379, it is still below the OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) average score, 489 in minimum [7]. In addition, Indonesian rank through TIMSS (Trend International Mathematics and Science Study) in 2015 was 44th from 49 countries with an average score of 397. The data showed that Indonesian student’s mathematical abilities are still low [8]. TIMSS and PISA studies got tested on four important subjects, such as: numbers, algebra, geometry, and statistics.

Geometry become one of important aspects in learning mathematics that should be understood by students because that is closely related to the context of daily life. One of the geometry materials known as three-dimensional. However, the fact showed that three-dimensional geometry was one of the most difficult materials. There were many factors causing these difficulties, for example: low aspects of student’s interests, talents and intelligence. The way to offered lesson was not adapted to student's abilities, it also causes difficulties in order to mastering this concept [9].

In other side, students also have difficulties in constructing spatial structures due to the lack of imagination in visualizing the components of spatial forms [10]. There are many misunderstandings experienced by students when
teachers explain geometric proofs that involve oral presentation of formal proofs. Therefore, based on previous research, it was concluded that learning geometry requires an approach that involves visual and multimedia tools [11].

Visual ability and their offspring included to spatial intelligence. That intelligence related to experts’ theory where visual intelligence has vital role in the three-dimensional understanding. Spatial visual intelligence defined as people’s ability in processing pictures, shapes, and three-dimensional space [12]. Someone who have spatial visual intelligence could imagining, conceptualizing, problem solving, and pattern finding, so they has sensitivity in balancing on color, line, shape, and space [12], [13]. Table 1 showed further information about the indicator of visual spatial intelligence theory [12].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Imagining</td>
<td>a) Students able to use visual form to solve problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b) Students able to create idea or result of thinking process by visual form to solve many problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Conceptualizing</td>
<td>a) Students able to mention any concepts related to the problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b) Students able to use the concepts mentioned in order to solve the problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Problem solving</td>
<td>Students able to solve the problem correctly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Pattern finding</td>
<td>Student’s pattern finding refer to find point of problem to be solved.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Visual Spatial Intelligences Indicators of Hass Theory

Students with low visual ability prone to get misconception, as the occurrence of a discrepancy between the geometric object and the formula used [11]. While students with high spatial visual intelligence have a lot of internal imagination so they tend to be imaginative and creative [14]. It’s refer to previous research which said that visual spatial intelligence refer to have high understanding on mathematical concept, while low visual intelligence refer to low understanding on mathematical concept [15]. The relationship between visual spatial intelligence and understanding of concepts about 86% [16]. Based on previous research, it only mentions the relationship between conceptual understanding and spatial visual intelligence, but it has not been described in detail how student’s understanding of concepts when viewed from the visual spatial intelligence by three categories, such as high, medium, or low. In fact, each student has their own intelligence, so this could be an important reference for teachers to provide different handling to students. If this research is not carried out, there will be no development of knowledge, especially related to understanding concepts of students in correlation to visual spatial intelligence categories, at high, medium, or low.

Based on literature study and view relevant research mentioned, need a plan for further research on student’s understanding of concepts in three-dimensional geometry in terms of spatial visual intelligence. This study aims to describe conceptual understanding of students viewed from spatial visual intelligence (high, medium, or low) on the subject of three-dimensional geometry. This research needs to be done as the form of literature contribution on understanding concepts in three-dimensional geometry material if viewed from visual spatial intelligence. In addition, the results of this study can be used as a basic theory for further research, for example, research on efforts to improve student’s conceptual understanding skills from the level of visual-spatial intelligence on the subject of three-dimensional geometry.

**RESEARCH METHOD**

**RESEARCH TYPE**

Descriptive-qualitative research was kind of this research method, where it emphasizes a complete, detailed, and in-depth description. The depiction of research data was taken from an actual condition [17].

**PARTICIPANTS**

The subject defined from students with different categories, as low, medium and high visual spatial intelligence. It chosen by using purposive sampling based on purpose of this study [18]. The students are 11th grade of Texmaco Pemalang Vocational School who have learn three-dimensional geometry. Data was taken from middle test score of mathematic integrated to visual intelligence test. Two from sixty students was taken from each category to analyzed.
INSTRUMENTS

This research instrument consists of (1) understanding concept test through visual spatial intelligence, and (2) interview guide used to dig up conceptual understanding in terms of visual-spatial intelligence based on student’s answer sheets in more depth as a support for the test instrument. It validated by mathematic experts. Following mathematic problem occurred to figure 1.

DATA COLLECTION METHOD

Data collecting method consist of visual spatial intelligence test, conceptual understanding, and structured interview. The test was used to dig up student’s intelligence in processing picture, shape, and three-dimensional space which categorized to low, middle, or high.

Table. 2. Visual Spatial Intelligence Categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>$X &gt; 57.864$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>$30.278 &lt; X \leq 57.864$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>$X \leq 30.278$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The test was essay category of three-dimensional topic. It consists of visual spatial intelligence and conceptual understanding, so it could be used to measure student’s intelligence and understanding level. After obtaining students test data, it was analyzed to determine the ability to understand concepts. The analysis presented in complete, detailed, and in-depth description. To obtain these results, it was necessary to conduct interviews with students about the ability to understand mathematical concepts as supported data from the analyzed answers. Interview was the question and answer method with respondents to obtain more information as stated in [19].

DATA ANALYSIS

Data analysis consist of (1) data reduction, (2) data presentation, and (3) data conclusion. Data reduction refer to data sorting to be used in research. Then, it presented in narrative text to get conclusion. Conclusion as the last step on the research depend on previous analysis in order to answer the research question. Data validity used triangulation techniques, which obtained data come from the same source with different techniques as stated in [18].

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The result of the test and interview among high visual spatial intelligence student (S-1) and (S-2), middle visual spatial intelligence students (S-3) and (S-4), low visual spatial intelligence students (S-5) and (S-6). It has different competence for conceptual understanding on three-dimensional topic, i.e.:

CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING OF VISUAL SPIRITUAL INTELEGENCE STUDENTS ON HIGH CATEGORY

Student’s test and interview result with high visual spatial intelligence shown by subject S-1 and S-2. Both of them come from different class, but in the same high category. Based on data and interview result, it could be known the conceptual understanding as Figure 2 bellow:
Based on Figure 1, S-1 able to re-presenting a concept by changing the story problem into the desired visualization according to the command of the question.

Based on S-1 answer on Figure 2, the student able to represent a concept by changing the questions test into visual as instruction offer. He could use their knowledge about equilateral triangle to find the actual distance from point H to line AC. The mathematic answers in this case give explanation with less perfect, where it written $8\sqrt{2}$ without detail it come from. Hereafter in order to solve the problem, the students use Pythagoras theory. To get the detail analysis, interview was conducted as follow:

P : “How is your understanding about the problem of the question offer?

S-1 : “in my opinion, I know about this three-dimensional test about 8 cm. The question should be distance of point H to line AC which separate point A to point C. The way I use to solve the problem by making the point of the questions. Refer to the test question, the point should be on point O separate to line AC. So, the question should be the distance from point H to point O. Because follow the rib line 8 cm and line AC as diagonal plane. Its plane should be $8\sqrt{2}$ cm from equation a$\sqrt{2}$.”

P : “you make a picture illustration. Do you think the illustration help you to measure distance of point H to O?

S-1 : Illustration help me to measure the distance, because picture could illustrate the question to be easy to answer”

P : “Based on the illustration, what kind of element from the cube that you drawing?

S-1 : “Rib element, corner point, and line length”

P : “Based on the elements, is that any correlation each other to solve?

S-1 : “Sure, for example: line length, before dimensional shape, and space. We need to know first the rib length, and the line light. The corner point helps to illustrate the picture.

P : “Allright, is there any obstacle when you get the question?

S-1 : “Yes, it is. If the number of the result on big categories, it is so hard to solve, just because it ends to power of number or square root.

P : “it is true. It refers to unrealistic number, which can’t be find in real live.

S-1 : “Yes. Allright.”

P : “In your opinion, is there any optional answer to solve it?

S-1 : “Yes, of course. By divided the dimensional space by two. Then, count it by root, $\sqrt{(space\ diagonal)^2 - (diagonal\ shape: 2)^2}$. It does not need visual element, especially through

P : “By using Pythagoras theory?”

S-1 : “Yes. Because it takes a lot of time, it does not need visual elements, especially through unanswered question.

From the interview, it can be concluded that S-1 has understood what the question wants. Students know what is known and what is asked. He also explained where he got $8\sqrt{2}$ which was not mentioned in his answer sheet, that is, it came from the diagonal of the plane. From this understanding, he concluded that if each point was drawn a line, it would form an equilateral triangle, so that all its sides were the same length. To find the distance from the point H to the line AC, he applied the Pythagorean theorem as a solution. Thus, the answer sheets and the results of the interviews from S-1 complement each other.
Based on the answer sheet S-2 in Fig.3, it can be said that S-2 is able to draw a triangle which is considered correct in the problem-solving process. S-2 writes $AC = AH = 8\sqrt{2}$ whose origin is unknown. He also used the Pythagorean formula to solve the problem and got the right answer, which is 96 cm. As a support, interviews were conducted with masters related to understanding the following concepts.

P : “How do you understand about the question number one??”
S-2 : “From problem number one, I know that the side length of the cube is 8 cm. Then, what is asked of the question is the distance from point H to line AC”

P : “Okay, let me try to explain how to solve the problem from what you already know and what was asked of the question.”
S-2 : “The solution is by change the story problem to understand the problem. So, I changed it to the image so that it is easy to calculate it. 2 is from the formula and then forms a picture of an equilateral triangle. Then use the formula $AC=\sqrt{(2(AH)-2(AO))}=8\sqrt{2}$ roots 2 - 1/2 8 roots 2*2. Then calculated and get the result 96.”

P : “$\sqrt{2}$ what kind of equation you mean?”
S-2 : “Side diagonal”

P : “Mention the elements from the cube!”
S-2 : “I know that the cube has 12 rib, 6 sides, and 8 points”

P : “Based on the elements, is that any correlation each other to solve??”
S-2 : “Yes, there is a connection. For example, a problem asks to find the distance between points AC and DE without knowing the length of the edge. Of course, it will be difficult to count. So, each element does have a relationship each other”

P : “What a part from using this equilateral triangle, is there another way to solve it?”
S-2 : “No. I’m not try it, yet.”

P : “Okey, Alright, is there any obstacle when you get the question??”
S-2 : “No”

Based on the results of the interview, it can be said that S-2 can understand what the questions want. He can solve problems from what is known and asked on the problem using the Pythagorean formula and gets the right result, namely 96. S-2 paints a cube on the answer sheet and then paints an equilateral triangle to make it easier to calculate. S-2 also says $8\sqrt{2}$ is obtained from the diagonal of the plane or side so that it uses the formula $a\sqrt{2}$, where the length of the side cube. Thus, S-2 can be said that applying a concept to a problem by using one of the usual procedures.

**CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING OF VISUAL SPATIAL INTELEGENCE STUDENTS WITH MIDDLE CATEGORIES**

The results of tests and interviews with students with middle visual-spatial intelligence from S-3 and S-4. Both of them are from different classes, and have middle visual-spatial intelligence in their respective classes. Based on the data obtained and supported by the results of interviews, the ability to understand concepts in terms of middle visual spatial intelligence is as follows.

Based on the answer sheet S-3 in Fig.4. S-3 is able to re-present a concept, namely by changing the story problem into the desired visualization according to the order of the question but not perfect, such as naming the corner points of a cube. Students illustrate the distance from point H to line AC and name point O between lines AC. From the illustration made, S-3 immediately looked for the length of HO without mentioning the process and immediately wrote...
8√2 even though it was not known in the problem. He used the Pythagorean theorem and applied the concept to solve the problem of the distance from a point to a line. As a support, interviews were conducted with S-3 related to understanding the following concepts.

P : “How is your understanding about the question?”
S-3 : “Honestly, I’m less understand about it. I just know that the equation could be used to measure distance from H point to line AC, so I could guess the number of line HO.

P : “If look at from the picture illustration, is it enough help for you?”
S-3 : “Yes. It helps enough.”
P : “What do you mean?”
S-3 : “The picture does not make confuse when undertake and imagine the question”
P : “From the illustration, is there any cube element you draw?”
S-3 : “Side, rib, corner, and diagonal”
P : “Do you understand which element you make?”
S-3 : “the lines and the corners one.”
P : “Is there any obstacle?”
S-3 : “There are a lot. Sometimes easy, but more ofter does not understand.”
P : “Which one you don’t understand?”
S-3 : “I don’t like mathematic, so make me confuse with number and word.”
P : “When you visualize it into picture, do you more understand?”
S-3 : “it is enough, but my friends help so much.”
P : “In your opinion, except previous manner, do you have optional way to solve the problem?”
S-3 : “Of Course, no picture will make harder to solve”

Based on the results of the interview, it can be said that S-3 can understand what the questions want. He can solve problems from what is known and asked in the problem using the Pythagorean formula and obtains the right results. However, S-3 cannot explain where 8√2 came from. He admitted that he only followed his friend when he was working. However, he already understands the concepts in three-dimensional geometry such as what elements are contained and he can use them to make mathematical representations. While in the application of the concept, S-3 is still confused.

Based on the S-4 answer sheet, it can be said that S-4 is able to restate a concept, namely students can change story questions into visualization of cube images, although they are not perfect like cube pictures in general. He painted lines on the sides of the cube that helped solve the problem, namely calculating the distance from point H to AC. The combination of the lines drawn on the cube then forms a triangle that is drawn apart from the cube. S-4 writes AC=8√2 whose origin is unknown. He also used the Pythagorean formula to solve the problem and got the right answer, which is 96 cm although there is a slight correction in writing $8\sqrt{2}^2 - 4\sqrt{2}^2$ which should be $(8\sqrt{2})^2 - (4\sqrt{2})^2$. As a support, the following excerpts from interviews with S-4 related to understanding the concept.

P : “How is your understanding about the question?”
S-4: “My understanding limit to the text question seasoned only. Such as to find the distance of point H to line AC, I will harder to answer refer to previous example given”

P: “From the question number one, what currently to be question in the statement??”

S-4: “The rib length should be 8 cm, also diagonal side length about $8\sqrt{2}$ and distance of point H to line AC become the question offer”

P: “Try to explain me, how do you get answer about $\sqrt{96}$ cm?”

S-4: “Because it has been known the rib length, so I have to find HX length by using Pythagoras theorem. Refer to equilateral triangle, I have to divide the rib length with 2. After that, $8\sqrt{2}^2 - 4\sqrt{2}^2$ or $64 \times 2 - 16 \times 2 = 128 - 32$, then we have $\sqrt{96}$ for the answer”

P: “in the case of your answer sheet, you make a picture as illustration. In your opinion, is it hep you to count the distance?”

S-4: “The illustration really helps me. I feel easy to forget about number so I draw it”

P: “Pay attention to triangle, where did you ger AC = $8\sqrt{2}$?”

S-4: “From the diagonal side. If the rib length is 8 cm, the diagonal side should be $8\sqrt{2}$.”

: “You write down the length AC = $8\sqrt{2}$. Furthermore, in the picture shows AC = x and AH = $8\sqrt{2}$, is it true?

S-4: “That is equilateral triangle. Distance HX should be fine, just because having equal side, so I argue that each side length $8\sqrt{2}$”

P: “Oh, is that point x? From the illustration what kind of element you get from the cube?”

S-4: “Diagonal side and space, rib length, and corner point.”

P: “Do you think, each element has relationship each other?”

S-4: “Yes, they do. For example, if the rib length doesn’t know, it is impossible to measure from point H to line AC. Even if the question is reversed before”

P: “Beside of the previous answer way have been used, is there any another way to solve?”

S-4: “I have just known this method. I’m not find it better yet”

P: “So, is it refer to kind of previous lesson? do you get any obstacle?”

S-4: “Yes. There is one, when I try to count $8\sqrt{2}^2$, I feel confuse. I can’t remember it as well”

Based on the results of the interview, it can be said that S-4 can understand what the questions want. He can solve problems using the Pythagorean formula and get the right results based on what is known and asked in the problem. S-4 also says $8\sqrt{2}$ is obtained from the diagonal of the plane or side so that it uses the formula $a\sqrt{2}$, where $a$ is the length of the side of the cube. S-4 can be said to be able to apply a concept to the same problem, not to a new problem. He said, “I only answered as in the example given earlier”, it was clear that Masters had not been able to apply a concept to a problem because he said firmly that Masters only solved problems by memorizing/procedural methods.

**CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING OF VISUAL SPATIAL INTELEGENCE ON LOW CATEGORY STUDENTS**

The results of tests and interviews with students with low visual-spatial intelligence shown by S-5 and S-6. Both are from different classes, and have low visual-spatial intelligence in their respective classes. Based on the data obtained and supported by the results of interviews, the ability to understand concepts in terms of low spatial visual intelligence is as follows

---

[Fig. 6. S-5 Answer Sheet]
Based on the S-5 answer sheet, it can be said that S-5 has not been able to restate a concept, where students have difficulty in converting story questions into visualization and mathematical representations. From the picture of the cube made, it appears that the cube made is asymmetrical. The vertices of the cube are also not given full names. Students have difficulty illustrating the main problem where what is asked is to illustrate the distance from point H to line AC. In fact, on the answer sheet, S-5 states that $AC = AH = CH$ and uses the help of trigonometry. To make it clearer, here are the results of an interview with S-5:

P : “What do you understand from this question?”
S-5 : “Do you means, what I got from this material?”
P : “Yes, from the question inside.”
S-5 : “Knowing the line A to C. Only that.”
P : “What is the question offer?”
S-5 : “Distance point in diagonal space. Only that.”
P : “How do you change the question to visual? Do you imagine something related?”
S-5 : “Not, at all. Honestly, I also see my friend’s work”
P : “Do you mean, you don’t imagine how to draw?”
S-5 : “Moreover, I draw unclear picture.”
P : “Have you understand how to draw the cube refer to the question?”
S-5 : “Distance plane AC and AH.”
P : “That’s not the question. Furthermore, do you know the cube elements from the questions? Especially refer to your picture.”
S-5 : “What is element?”
P : “Are you forget? Cube element, such point, line, and others.”
S-5 : “Yes, I know”
P : “Can you mention which elements?”
S-5 : “Line, point, ABCDEFGH for the rib length A to B about 8 cm.”
P : “Then, how do you could write $AC = AH = CH$?”
S-5 : “From the cube”
P : “Where do you can imagine line AC to AH be same?”
S-5 : “The point.”
P : “Where the point from?”
S-5 : “From point A outlined to point D and H”
P : “What about point AC?”
S-5 : “From point D to C.”
P : “If your picture is true, do you think your illustration help enough? What is the reason?”
S-5 : “Help to explain more. But I can draw the illustration so it is difficult to explain.”
P : “In your opinion, is there others way to answer the question?”
S-5 : “Yes, it is. If only I can draw perfectly.”

Based on the results of the interview, it can be said that S-5 already understands what the questions want, but cannot make a mathematical representation. Even though he has done procedurally and brought up $AC = AH = CH$, he is confused about it and must be provoked first. He has difficulty in applying the concept of three-dimensional geometry, and regrets that his drawings are still not good. He also admitted that the calculations he made were obtained from looking at other friends’ answers.
Based on the answer sheet S-6 in Fig. 7, S-6 tries to paint a cube by naming the corner points. In addition to naming the vertices of the cube, S-6 also paints the lines HA, HN, and AC with dotted lines. Then, S-6 writes $AC = AH = CH$ and the triangle $ACH$ is equilateral. Based on the answer sheet, S-6 answered according to what was asked of the question, namely determining the distance from H to the AC line and getting the correct result, namely $4\sqrt{6}$. S-6 uses trigonometry to solve it. However, S-6 is considered not to have an understanding of the concept of three-dimensional material because the answers written on the answer sheet are not the result of their own completion. The following are the results of interviews with S-6 related to understanding the concept.

P: “By looking the question, what do you understand?”
S-6: “I do apologize, I cheat to my friend.”
P: “What is your reason by cheating that?”
S-6: “I don’t understand, yet.”
P: “Before you try to cheat, do you how the cube shape is?”
S-6: “Yes. Cube just like a rectangle”
P: “Okey. So, it means have a same length, is it right?”
S-6: “Yes, it has same length.”
P: “In your opinion, the picture does not match the actual picture of the cube?”
S-6: “The picture a little too long. So, it's not exactly like a cube in general.”
P: “Well, you already know what the shape of the cube looks like, right? So, what are the cube elements? S-6: “I don't understand.”
P: “How about labeling the corner points of a cube?”
S-6: “Points A, B, C, D must be on one side, ma'am. Likewise, points E, F, G, H must be on one side.”
P: “From what you wrote on the answer sheet, what do you understand?”
S-6: “Every corner of a cube has a vertex.”
P: “What is the others?”
S-6: “A cube has all sides flat and all sides are the same length.”
P: “What about the calculation problem? That's what you're looking for point DH or OH?
S-6: “I don't understand the calculation. DH point.”
P: “Have you ever heard or read about side diagonals and room diagonals?”
S-6: “Not, yet.”
P: “a) Space diagonal b) Side diagonal c) Edge d) Corner point. Well, try to answer according to the four options, yes. 1) What is A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H called? 2) AB, BC, CD what are they called? 3) AF, EB what are they called? 4) What is HB, AG called?”
S-6: “1) corner point, 2) space diagonal, 3) side diagonal, 4) corner point. If I’m not wrong”
Based on the results of the interview, it can be said that S-6 cannot understand what the questions want. He can solve problems using the help of trigonometry and get the right results but he admits that he is not the result of his own work. He said, “The picture is still a bit long, ma’am, so it’s not exactly like a cube in general”, it was clear that S-6 had knowledge of the shape of a cube and realized that it was still not accurate to paint a cube on the answer sheet. S-6 cannot identify any elements contained in the cube.

**DISCUSSION**

Based on the results of tests and interviews in terms of visual-spatial abilities with high (S-1 and S-2), middle (S-3 and S-4), and low (S-5 and S-6) categories, each category has an ability to understand different concepts. In the high-spatial visual category, S-1 and S-2 were able to provide visualization of the cube requested by the question. Both draw the cube ABCD.EFGH exactly. After that, they made an auxiliary line connecting point H to the AC line which had been connected using a dotted line. In accordance with the concept of three-dimensional geometry at the distance of the point to the line, the point must be made perpendicular to the line. In this case, the student draws a line from point H and is perpendicular to the line AC. This proves that students are able to present a mathematical representation in the form of a cube image. From the figure, S-1 and S-2 make a guide line so as to form a triangle HAC. The two students were also able to explain that the triangle HAC is an equilateral triangle because the three lines that form the triangle are diagonals of the sides or planes of the cube ABCD.EFGH. That is, students are able to use and choose certain procedures that link the diagonal side of the cube to the equilateral triangle that has been made. S-1 can mention that there are other ways that can be used to solve the problem. Thus, it is in line with the research results that they can imagine the transformation of objects so that they have the ability to see from different angles [20]. In the application of the concept as problem solving, S-1 and S-2 apply the concept of the Pythagorean theorem as problem solving. Both of them calculated the distance from point H to line AC and got 96 cm as the answer. In line with the research results that students who have high visual intelligence have good abilities in solving mathematical problems [21]. It can be said that subjects with high visual-spatial intelligence category meet all indicators of concept understanding in this study.

In the medium visual-spatial category, S-3 and S-4 are able to change story problems into the desired visualization although it is not perfect, such as naming the corner points of the cube and the shape of the cube which is not like a cube in general. S-3 and S-4 have also made a connecting line from point H to line AC to help solve the problem. In accordance with the concept of three-dimensional geometry at the distance of the point to the line, the point must be made perpendicular to the line. S-3 presents an illustration of a cube at once with a triangular shape in the cube, while S-4 presents an image of a separate triangle with a cube to make it easier to solve. It can be said that S-3 and S-4 are able to present mathematical representations. S-3 and S-4 have written and explained the solution using the Pythagorean theorem to solve the problem of the distance from a point to a line. That way, they can be said to be able to choose and use certain procedures and get the right final result even though there are still a few mistakes in writing. For example, S-4 wrote $\sqrt{(8\sqrt{2})^2 - 4\sqrt{2})^2}$, which should be $\sqrt{(8\sqrt{2})^2 - (4\sqrt{2})^2}$ on the answer sheet. S-3 dan S-4 have not been able to apply the concept to a problem because they can only solve problems by rote/procedural methods. This is in line with the results of research that students are certain to have obstacles in understanding information if students apply rote/procedural in solving new problems [3], because understanding the concept includes the ability to develop, relate, and represent information in problem solving [2].

Meanwhile, in the low visual-spatial category, namely S-5 and S-6, in addition to students having difficulty in making cube images, students are also confused in applying the concept as a whole. Based on the interview, S-5 answered with confusion and had to be directed. These doubts can be caused by several factors, for example the subject has difficulty in dealing with new problems [22] or students are accustomed to solving procedural problems [23]. On the other hand, S-6 admitted that he saw the answers of other students and did not understand the material even though it had been taught by the teacher. This can be one of the causes of difficulties in learning three-dimensional geometry from external factors where there is a mismatch of the methods used by teachers when teaching [9].

In addition, S-5 is less precise in answering the information contained in the questions. In the interview, he replied that what he knew was the line A to C, but did not mention the fact that the known edge length was 8 cm. The visualization of the cube image made by S-5 is also not appropriate, where the sides on the base of the cube have misaligned lines, the naming of the corner points on the cube is also incomplete. The command to illustrate the distance from point H to AC was not made by S-5. Correspondingly, S-6 also draws a cube with an irregular shape. However, he made a guide line to connect the distance from point H to line AC. Spatial intelligence is the ability to see from different angles [20]. Most of the mistakes made by students with low spatial intelligence are because they cannot imagine and solve problems in geometry questions well.

This continues in the ability to present mathematical representations. After being guided, S-5 can explain where the $AC = AH = CH$ came from which he wrote on the answer sheet when previously he did not understand at all. The
same thing happened to S-6, which was already confused from making the cube illustration. It was only after S-6 was directed about the elements that make up a cube, S-6 began to understand a little about how to illustrate it. Thus, it can be said that they have not been able to present a mathematical representation. In fact, to achieve a meaningful understanding of mathematics in classroom learning, it is mandatory to assume that representation is a supporting argument [24].

Furthermore, from the description of the answer sheet, it can be seen that S-5 and S-6 use the same concept in problem solving, namely using trigonometry on triangles derived from cubes. However, when both were asked about the origin of trigonometry sin 60, both S-5 and S-6 did not answer. Thus, it can be said that research subjects with low visual-spatial categories tend to make more mistakes so they cannot imagine and solve three-dimensional geometry problems properly. Students with low spatial intelligence made more mistakes than students with middle or high spatial intelligence. Low spatial ability causes students to make more errors in solving geometry problems, especially types of transformation errors, process skills errors, and coding errors. [25]. In students with middle and low visual spatial abilities, this can happen because students are not able to transform skills and there is a lack of understanding in choosing the procedures to be used in problem solving. [26]. Thus, students do not meet the indicators in using and choosing certain procedures, as well as applying concepts to a problem solving.

**CONCLUSION**

Based on the explanation that has been discussed in the discussion, it appears that the understanding of concepts in high, medium, and low visual spatial intelligence has significant differences. In students with high visual spatial intelligence, students are able to present concepts, present mathematical representations, choose the procedures used, and apply understanding concepts in problem solving. Meanwhile, students with middle visual-spatial intelligence have problems choosing certain procedures in solving problems and their application in solving problems. Finally, students with low visual-spatial intelligence have difficulty in many ways. The difficulty of presenting mathematical representations, choosing certain procedures, and applying concepts to problem solving. In summary, this states that students with high visual spatial intelligence categories have better conceptual understanding abilities than students with medium and low visual spatial intelligence. While students with middle visual-spatial intelligence have better conceptual understanding skills than students with low-visual-spatial intelligence. Based on the findings that have been obtained from this study, the authors can provide suggestions for further researchers to conduct research related to efforts to overcome students’ problems in understanding concepts, especially in terms of students’ visual spatial intelligence. Teachers can also provide different learning methods because each student has different abilities.
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